Statement Concerning the United States Government’s Decision to Terminate Relations with the World Health Organization (WHO)

We, the undersigned organisations, note with grave concern the United States Government’s decision to terminate relations with the World Health Organization (WHO) in the midst of a global pandemic.

WHO is the only organization with the global mandate to coordinate the public health response to COVID-19 during this perilous time.

WHO plays a vital role in supporting countries to protect their citizens from public health threats, through coordination, developing vaccines, treatments and tests, training of health workers, and securing critical supplies particularly in humanitarian settings. This is as true for the current COVID-19 pandemic as it is for the many other health issues which continue to affect people throughout the world.

Challenging WHO’s mandate in these difficult times will cost lives. The current pandemic affects every one of us, and does not respect borders. No one is safe until everyone is safe. The only way to end the pandemic is to bring us closer together.

At this critical moment in the global response, we call for collaboration, constructive criticism and redoubling our efforts to fight this disease. We welcome Resolution WHA73.1 from the recent World Health Assembly, and in particular the call for an impartial, independent and comprehensive evaluation of WHO’s response to COVID-19. Equally, we encourage all governments to evaluate their national responses to the epidemic.

Amidst the horror that the pandemic brings is a chance, through partnership and multilateralism, to create a world that is better than the one we had before; a world more equitable and able to serve the health needs of all people.

In September 2019, at the UN High-Level Meeting on Universal Health Coverage, world leaders endorsed the most ambitious and comprehensive political declaration on health in history and committed to providing the opportunity for health to every person by 2030. It is now time that those world leaders back up their words with meaningful action.
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American Public Health Association (APHA)
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Craig D. McClain
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Daniel Scott Corlew
Daralin Parker Beckett
Mr. David Ekpenyong ita
Dr. Edward Mberu
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Ms. Katy Cooper
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Ms. Kendra Glueck
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Miss Kristine Yakhama
Laura Braga
Laura C. Altobelli
Lauri Romanzi, MD, PScPH
Lawrence N Shulman, MD
Leah Hart, Nurse Practitioner
Lindokuhle Sibiya
Lisa Goldman - Van Nostrand
Ms. Lucy O’Hare
Dr. MC Gordinou
Mr. Malcolm Brewster
Dr. Marco Bardus
Dr. Manal Mohammed Younus
Mrs. Margaret Flanagan
Margaret Neuse
Mark A Strand
Mark Shriime
Mary Anne Mercer
Mary Sebert, RN, MPH, Director of Global Nursing
Megan Christofield
Meghan Greeley, Global Health Professional
Michael P. Tarnok
Dr. Miriam Orcutt, Senior Research Fellow, UCL Institute for Global Health
Mr. Mo Barry
Mohamad Almalla, Policy Officer
Mohammed Hassar
Dr. Mohammed Khalid
Mohammad Wefqy Godah, MD, MPH
Monica Kerrigan
Myra Betron, Global Health Professional
Dr. N. Rostami
Nancy E. Williamson
Dr. Neil Pakenham-Walsh
Nicolas Parkhill
Noor Salah Hashim
Norbert Hirschhorn, MD
Ms. Nour Georges Massouh
Nuhad Dumit
Mr. Oghenekome Richard Atoreze
Dr. Ola ghaleb ahmad alahdab
Omar Mohamed Elmorsy Elmorsy
Dr. Ophira Ginsburg
Dr. Oyere Onuma
Patricia Daoust, RN, MSN, FAAN
Paul Freeman
Paul Holmes
Dr. Pilar Estebanez
Rachel Waxman, MPH, USAID Grantee
Rawan AIHeresh
Renate Sabrina Rimek
Renee Fiorentino
Richard P Moser, MD, FACS
Richard Wamai, Associate Professor
Rick Lu
Rose Schneider, RN BSN MPH
Ms. Ruth Davidge
Dr. Ruth Webb
Sabine D’Haeseleer
Samar Noureddine
Samer Jabbour
Dr. Sanemba Fanny
Sara Romero
Sarah Cullen, Senior Program Coordinator

Sharon Epstein, Retired, Global Health/Foreign Service, USAID
Stephanie Palmer
Suzanne Stalls, CNM
Dr. Tamara Adrian
Ms. Tatiana Elghossain
Terry McGovern, Director Global Health Justice and Governance, Columbia University
Mr. Thomas Schwarz, Executive Secretary, MMI Network
Tom Gresnigt, MD
Tracy Eastman
Tracy Woodman
Dr. Tusharkanti Dey, Epidemiologist
Dr. Uzodinma Adirieje
Mrs. Verónica Fernández
Wadie M Y Elmadhoun
William Harkness FRCS
Ziyad Tariq Ahmad, Senior of Internal Medicine